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Introduction
Background

Purpose

#

T

f, when meeting a stranger, you were asked, ZWhere
do you live[\ likely you would respond by naming
a political Ourisdiction ] a maOor city perhaps, or, if
your home town is small, the name of the town and its
state. #t is increasingly probable that by your actions,
however, you are identifying with a particular drainage
basin ] your home watershed.
Americans are more fre^uently identifying with their
watersheds ] both with the human populations that
live there and with the ecosystems situated within
the watershed. Unlike political Ourisdictions, which
typically have boundaries that may not conform to
natural divides, watersheds contain interdependent
human and ecological communities that ignore political
boundaries, but are linked by the natural water systems
that drain into a common waterbody. Sensing that those
communities provide cultural and natural assets worthy
of protection, and problems worthy of solution,
people are Ooining watershed organizations committed to
taking action.1

Watershed organizations play a critical role implementing watershed protection and restoration activities. Whether a small volunteer-based organization or
a larger organization with paid staff, these groups raise
awareness about watershed protection, foster community-based stewardship, spearhead conservation and
restoration activities, and serve as advocates for the
environment and the community. Case studies included
in this paper show strong leadership is the most critical
component for groups that effectively gain influence
and secure resources.

his paper contains the stories of six watershed
organizations considered Zsuccessful.\2 Success
was gauged by their demonstrated accomplishments
and by their growth in members and annual budgets.
The stories share approaches used by organizational
leaders to grow outstanding watershed organizations.
Although all of the groups began small, they are now
significantly larger organizations with expanded
annual budgets, membership, and staff. Their Zlessons
learned\ can be instructive for groups who are active
in their watersheds and who hope to achieve similar
success.

Key Findings

F

ive characteristics emerge as important attributes
of organizations looking to increase impact on
their watersheds and communities.
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!obilize people
Community members benefit from watershed protection
efforts and are critical stakeholders that must be
engaged. Tnly when there is ade^uate leadership to
solicit public support for watershed protection, can
local decisions be influenced and ade^uate protection
measures taken. #n the six cases, one person or a small
group catalyzed local citizen’s concerns, marshaled
their energy, built alliances, and proposed a way to
take action.
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Create a compelling and broad vision
A vision provides people with a common reference
point toward which they can strive. The six organizations created compelling visions by making their
vision statements broader than clean water alone. Their
visions incorporate aspects of history and storytelling,
opportunities for family recreation and ecotourism, a
place of environmental Oustice, and the fascination of
restored terrestrial and a^uatic wildlife. The visions
provide, in short, a watershed to which people of all
ages and varied interests can relate and help to create.
By employing compelling and broad visions, the
organizations established large pools of potential
members, a broad base of supporters, and a big picture to
inspire action.

*stablish diverse financial sources to
support programs
Financial stability enables an organization to carry
out their mission. Dependency on a single funding
source can lead to ^uick gains and ^uick declines. As
foundation programs change focus and competition for
declining federal grant dollars increases, organizations
need to be strategic with developing their financing
plans. Developing partnerships and establishing a
diverse funding base are critical to sustained financial
stability capable of supporting watershed restoration
and protection goals. All six organizations successfully
expanded the number of funding sources since initial
organization formation. And all continue to seek ways
to diversify funding sources and expand the partnerships necessary to sustain their visions.

<efine and redefine the mission as needed
Although the organizations pictured their visions
broadly, initially they focused their missions on
Zniches\] activities that needed to be done but that no one
else was doing. As the organizations gained experience,
they shifted and expanded their missions to reflect
their deepening understanding of their situations, their
strengthening relationships with stakeholders, and
changing conditions. Watershed groups must adapt
their community vision to define an effective role for
the group. Trganizations should be prepared to change
their mission, if needed, to take advantage of changes
in their watershed’s needs and their organization’s
strengths.

*ngage in politics
Playing a political role is necessary to achieving greater
impact in the community. All six of the organizations
were engaged in politics, although in different ways
and at different levels.
8,o 9&es.2ons :ro42de .0e ;e6s .o de*2d2n1 ,0a.
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! What challenges and opportunities does the
local situation present[
!

What skills and abilities does the
organization possess[ Can the organization
hire help or will the organization develop
skills that fit the needs of the situation[

Case Stories and
Document Structure

#

n the following chapters you will find case stories of
each of six watershed organizations. The case stories
are based on interviews with organizational leaders,
the contents of the organizations’ websites, and other
literature.3 The six are geographically diverse ] located
in California, aew Mexico, Montana, Minnesota,
birginia, and Massachusetts. Their stories contain
common themes, told from the oldest established
organization to the newest group, as follows:
!
!
!
!
!
!

Charles River Watershed Association in Massachussettes
South Euba River’s Citizen Ieague in California
Amigos Bravos in aew Mexico
Blackfoot Challenge in Montana
Elizabeth River ProOect in birginia
Friends of the Mississippi River in Minnesota

Each case story contains background information on the
organization, information on watershed characteristics,
and key challenges. ZIessons learned\ are highlighted
within each case story. #n the final chapter of this paper,
we present overall Zlessons for success,\ including
resources for more information.

8et9s begin.
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The Charles River
Watershed Association

B

ob Zimmerman wonders why other watershed groups have not defined their
mission like his organization has to gain effectiveness and influence. That
mission, he believes, is much needed in watersheds nationwide and, for the
past 14 years, has been highly successful in his own region in southern Massachusetts.4 Zimmerman, Executive Director of the Charles River Watershed Alliance
(CRWA), his Board of Directors, and staff members have defined their mission to be
scientific research and engineering about the urban water cycle. In so doing, they have
created a valuable knowledge base for their area and, through shared findings and
techniques, for other watersheds that contain urban places.

Charles River Watershed5

History of the Alliance

F

C

ed by some 80 brooks and streams, the Charles
River meanders north and east from its rural
upper basin, through a suburban lakes region, to an urban lower basin, and ends in Boston darbor. Called
Zeuinobe^uin\ (Winding River) by aative American
tribes, the Charles flows for 80 miles, but its origin
is only 26 miles, as the crow flies, from its mouth,
and the river drops only 350 feet from start to sea.
The Charles Watershed is 308 s^uare miles in area,
encompasses all or part of 35 municipalities, and
contains about 900,000 people.
Protection is provided for more than 8,000 acres of
the watershed’s wetlands. These protected resources,
called Zaatural balley Storage Areas,\ play a
critical role in flood protection and provide habitats for
biodiverse communities of plants and animals, including both resident and anadromous fish. The lower
basin of the Charles ] which is lined with boathouses,
performance facilities, and sports fields ] attracts, on
average, about 20,000 recreational users daily, more
than any other river system in the country.

RWA began in 1965 in the political context of
popular concerns about Zdirty water\ in the City
of aewton, Massachusetts. Similarly at that time,
citizens in the Boston area were concerned about the
image of their harbor as little more than an open sewer.
Uniting officials and citizens from 35 Massachusetts watershed towns around a common cause, the association became
the vehicle for people’s discontent about water ^uality. CRWA
was particularly effective when it partnered with members
of the Ieague of Women boters. The Ieague of Women
boters, a recognized organization within the community,
helped the CRWA convene meetings and planning sessions
which lent credibility to the new organization and ultimately
built popular support for CRWA and their work on water
^uality protection issues.

Unfounded Assumption
and New Direction6

Z

immerman Ooined CRWA in 1991 with an
assumption that the key challenges were
inadequate will and insufficient funding to
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accomplish ends about which everyone agreed. Tver
the next two years he dropped that assumption as
he realized there were deep divisions among public
and private decision makers ] developers and other
advocates for economic growth, regulatory agencies,
intergovernmental organizations, environmentalists,
and elected officials ] about the nature of the watershed’s problems and options for their solution.
As he began to view the watershed as a living but notwell-understood organism, Zimmerman concluded that
Zthe place that pays is the environment itself.\ CRWA,
he decided, needed to shift direction from Zbeing a
mouthpiece to being a source of knowledge.\
Aided in 1994 by a grant of j5 million from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, CRWA geared up to
study Zhow water works\ in the region. The ultimate
goals were to find ways to improve water ^uality and
increase in-stream flow. Existing law and regulatory
statutes, the investigators observed, all favored large,
centralized water systems. An early and significant
conclusion of the research was that the key problem is in the way people design cities ] Zto get rid of
water as ^uickly as possible.\ With that conclusion
came the realization that all the things CRWA had been
doing for almost thirty years would not make a significant difference in the long-term health of the watershed. Since that initial study, CRWA has increased its
understanding of the problems of the watershed,
created ways to solve those problems, and developed
collaborative relationships with Zsmart regulators.\

of interactions in the watershed, defines long-term,
cutting-edge solutions to watershed problems, and
promotes sustainable watershed management practices
with government agencies and private entities.\ #n an
advocacy role, the association exerts influence for
the Zprotection, revitalization, and expansion of
public parklands on the Charles.\ The relative emphasis
between science k engineering versus advocacy is
illustrated by numbers of staff positions: currently, the
association employs six scientists and engineers, and
only one attorney, a staffing pattern that makes CRWA
unusual, if not uni^ue, among watershed groups.

80e or1an23a.2on 2<:+e<en.s 2.s <2ss2on 56 &s2n1
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Watershed !anagement
Working with the U.S. Reological Survey, CRWA has,
for the Charles River Watershed, studied hydrologic
interactions among groundwater, surface water, and
stormwater and evaluated management strategies for
sustainable water resources. The association advises
businesses, the public, and towns about site selection
and building plans to increase water retention and
a^uifer recharge. Iikewise, CRWA has developed
ZSmartStorm,\ a residential cistern-drywell system
to capture and reuse or recharge roof runoff. During
peak summer demand for water, the system enhances
groundwater storage and instream flow and habitat,
and reduces polluted stormwater runoff, combined
sewer overflow activation, and flooding.

Mission and Programs7

C

RWA’s current mission is Zto use science,
advocacy and the law to protect, preserve,
and enhance the Charles River and its watershed.\
When possible, CRWA uses its knowledge base to
inform policy choices and, when necessary, to
oppose policies the alliance believes would harm
the watershed.
CRWA uses a 25-year planning horizon. The
association Zdevelops a science-based understanding

8and-?se @lanning
Using a land analysis methodology called ZResource,
Environmental, and Iand (REAI) Planning,\
geographical information systems (R#S) mapping,
and hydrologic analysis, CRWA assists towns to:
identify resources to be protectedl map existing town
infrastructurel develop a water budgetl and assess
water ^uality. The goals of this effort are to
identify, protect, and ac^uire open space, retain a town’s
character, and sustain environmental resources.
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Atormwater !anagement

Hisheries and Iabitat

Understanding stormwater runoff to be the largest
source of water pollution in the Charles River Watershed and a maOor threat, therefore, to fisheries, a^uatic
flora, and recreational and aesthetic values, CRWA
has tested the effectiveness of stormwater controls
and best management practices to prevent or reduce
stormwater pollution. The association draws on this
knowledge to review stormwater management programs
of towns in the watershed, analyzing their effectiveness
in controlling stormwater pollution and providing
recommendations for improvements.

CRWA assists the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
in assessing fish communities and developing, for
the river, a target community, which will drive flow
recommendations, management decisions, and
permitting policies. The association also works to
improve the population and passage of river herring,
which live in the sea, but spawn in freshwater bodies,
including the Charles River.

@arklands and River Access
CRWA links advocacy for the protection, revitalization,
and expansion of river parklands with programs to
engage people in caring for and enOoying the river.
#ncluded are an annual river-bank cleanup, which
mobilizes more than 1,000 volunteers, and an annual
canoe and kayak race, which draws 1,800 participants
and volunteers for a day of competitive fun on the river.

Water Fuality
CRWA volunteers have been monitoring, since 1995,
the health of the Charles River at 37 sites along its 80mile length. The association is currently developing,
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, total
maximum daily load (TMDI) recommendations, to
determine the assimilative capacity of the river for
phosphorus, dissolved oxygen, and bacteria and the
most effective means for reducing those pollutants.

Advocacy
Aided by its river monitoring program, CRWA
identifies and reports illegal discharges into the river,
promotes reduction of sewer overflows and
stormwater runoff, and supports appropriate watershed
protection regulations.

*ducation, Kutreach, and
Technical Assistance
CRWA extends its knowledge of the river by providing
consultation, computer modeling, and mapping
services to schools and to other watershed groups and
sponsors workshops and community forums to address
important public issues. The association publicizes
news and current events through a printed newsletter ]
the Streamer, an electronic newsletter ] River Current,
and its website. During the summer the association
displays flags along the Charles to signal water ^uality
conditions for boaters.

Finances
Watershed @ermitting
CRWA, in partnership with state and federal agencies,
is developing a model of integrated watershed permitting. The effort involves research on current discharge
and water withdrawal limits and recommendations
for linking permits to offset environmental impacts.
The partners will develop options for mitigation and
restoration through trades involving wastewater
discharges, stormwater treatment and recharge,
water withdrawals and conservation, and, possibly,
wetlands protection, open space ac^uisition, and land
use controls.

W

hen, in 1991, Bob Zimmerman left his position
as a school headmaster to become the Executive
Director of CRWA, the association’s annual budget
was about j100,000. Currently it stands at about j1.5
million. Revenues come from grants, receipts for
services, and unrestricted giving ] in approximately
e^ual amounts. Most of the unrestricted giving comes
from maOor donors.
Despite budget growth, the association remains,
according to Zimmerman, a Zhand to mouth organization,\ i.e., an association without an endowment.
6

Realizing the importance of developing an endowment, Zimmerman seeks to create one over the next
several years, primarily by increasing donations from
maOor donors.

Pragmatic Planning

Z

immerman has observed, ZScience is not democratic.\ What he means is that the planning process
in a science-oriented organization, which characterizes
CRWA in large part, is driven by the results of prior
investigations, not by a preponderance of votes.
Research provides answers to ^uestions, but it also
provides new ^uestions to be investigated.8

The grand strategy for CRWA was set fourteen
years ago ] to learn how water works in the Charles
River Basin and to use that knowledge to leverage the
organization’s effectiveness and influence. Tngoing
and evolving tactics within that strategy are framed by
a series of pragmatic ^uestions:
! What new research problems about how water
works are being uncovered by scientists at the
association and elsewhere[
! dow well are engineering techni^ues working in
the watershed and elsewhere, and what new
techni^ues should be considered[
! What knowledge bases do collaborators or
potential collaborators have that should
be pursued[
As answers to these ^uestions unfold, the Executive
Director, Board, and Staff of CWRA consider how
to reallocate the association’s budget, time, and
other resources.

Lesson Learned
1
The %&'( )hange- their mission from
5being a mouthpie)e to being a sour)e
of 9nowle-ge< to a--ress the gap in
s)ienti!) un-erstan-ing of the urban
water )y)le> ?n so -oing@ %&'( has
be)ome the 5goAto organization< for
s)ienti!) resear)h an- information
about urban watershe- management
in the %harles &iCer an- beyon->

2

$

?n an effort to further
stabilize an- -iCersify their
fun-ing
sour)es@
the
organization see9s to )reate an
en-owment oCer the neDt seCeral years@
primarily by in)reasing -onations
from maEor -onors>

3
%&'( pra)ti)es ongoing strategi)
planning whi)h enables them to ensure:
resour)es are fo)use- on latest resear)h
nee-sG new resear)h is )onsi-ere- in
ongoing wor9G an- )ollaboration with
releCant organization )ontinues>

Sources
Charles River Watershed Association. Making a
Difference: The Charles River and Beyond, August
29, 2006, as found at www.crwa.org/
Charles River Watershed Association. Summary:
Water Resource Conservation and Restoration in
Massachusetts, May 15, 2006 as found at
www.crwa.org/
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Charles River
Watershed (2007)
www.mass.gov/envir/water/charles/charles.htm
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Charles
River: Fact Sheet (May 2005)
www.epa.gov/region1/charles/
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Zimmerman, Robert. Executive Director, Charles
River Watershed Association. Personal communication on February 13, 2007.
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South Yuba River
Citizens League

T

he South Yuba River Citizens League (SYRCL) remembers its past: the organization is rooted in advocacy. In its early history, during the 1980s, the League fought
against proposals to dam the river. Although its mission has broadened since its
initial years, SYRCL retains a taste for advocacy and manages its affairs to preserve that
option. According to the League’s Executive Director, Jason Rainey, methods that preserve
the advocacy option include the way the League approaches collaborative relationships
and the manner in which the organization funds itself .9 The SYRCL also exhibits an unusual knack for “having fun.” This trait, an element of “bioregionalism,” demonstrates a
way of relating local nature and culture – an approach to community living that originated
on the West Coast of North America but which has potential applications for watershed
organizations elsewhere.

Landscape and
Cultural History10

I

ocated on the west side of the Sierra aevada
Mountains of northern California, the Euba
River Watershed drains about 1,300 s^uare miles of
land from an altitude of over 9,000 feet, at the highest
point on its rim, to about 30 feet at the river’s mouth.
The Euba’s three main tributaries ] the aorth, Middle,
and South Forks ] Ooin the Feather, then the Sacramento
Rivers, before heading for the San Francisco Bay
and the Pacific Tcean. Beginning in the snowy high
Sierras ] an area characterized by exposed granite
outcrops with pockets of red fir, lodgepole pine, and
hemlock ] the forks of the Euba descend to 6,000 feet
before plunging another 2,000 feet down a flat-topped
ridge-and-canyon region, where Ponderosa and sugar
pine, Douglas and white fir, and incense cedar thrive,
where bald eagle soar and deer browse, and where bear
and mountain lions prowl. Finally, the three forks wind
their way down slowly, from 3,000 to 500 feet, through
foothills where oaks, maples, grey pine, and various
chaparral species mingle with newts, salamanders,
and tree frogs, and, in the springtime, where a

multicolored carpet of wildflowers frames wild runs of
Chinook salmon and steelhead trout.
People of the aative American Martis tradition,
living in the Euba watershed more than 4,000 years
ago, left stone tools as evidence of their presence. The
Tsi-Akim Maidu (also known as the aisenan), a group
of Southern Maidu, arrived approximately 1,500 years
ago. #n the late fall, the Maidu harvested their primary
food source for the winter, acornsl in the spring, they
followed the fish runs and deer migration up into the
canyons. Wagon trains bearing pioneers and, eventually,
gold miners from the East used aative American trailsl
their passengers brought new diseases and a different
sense about living with the land. Census data indicate
there were 3,226 Tsi-Akim Maidu as the gold rush
ramped up in 1852l by 1870, there were only 9.
With the gold rush, the Euba became the most heavily mined
watershed of the Sierra aevada. Miners’ camps lined the
riverside, and the towns of aevada City and Rrass balley
became among the most populous of mid-nineteenth century
California. Miners and their service providers constituted a
diverse group, including Chileans and Mexicans early in the
rush, followed by large numbers of Chinese. #n 1870, 25
percent of California’s population came from China.

^"""C%'-(/,3"4(77;/04,*0(/"(/"P%8';,'9"!N="FQQRD
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By 1870, the main techni^ue for extracting gold had shifted
from panning to hydraulic mining, with devastating results
for the Euba Watershed. Miners diverted water from high in
the basin into cannons they used to blast at canyon walls,
sending sediment through sluice boxes and back into the
river. The Euba ran thick with mud and debris as miners
flushed mountains toward the sea. The total amount of
materials that washed into the Euba is estimated to be
700 million cubic yards, three times the volume of earth
excavated for the construction of the Panama Canal. The
Euba’s riverbed rose as much as 80 feet in some places, and
flooding resulted. dydraulic mining continued until 1884
when the practice was declared illegal.
The impacts of gold mining continue to this day. With 18
dams constructed to trap remaining sediment, the Euba is
among the most dammed and diverted rivers in California.
Arsenic and mercury contamination reduce water ^uality.
Flooding continues to threaten the lower portion of the
watershed. And the salmon and steelhead runs, which once
reached the upper watershed, are confined to the lower basin.
Agriculture and logging have grown in the region, however,
and a hospitality industry has been developing rapidly.11
By 1983, when new hydroelectric dams were proposed
for the South Euba, many residents in the watershed were
determined to preserve, protect, and enhance the river’s
assets, so they formed the SERCI to fight the proposals.

SYRCL Begins and Grows12

T

he aevada County government and a private developer
proposed to construct the dams. #n reaction, citizens
formed a league, that same year and began to lobby, conduct
letter-writing campaigns, circulate petitions, and provide
educational programs, all of which were supported, initially,
by local fundraising events. These efforts paid off when,
first the county and then, in 1993, the developer gave up
the fight.
During the fight against the dams, activist citizens formed
the SERCI into a non profit organization and, in 1989, hired
a paid executive director. Moreover, in addition to fighting

the dams, the Ieague created a positive goal: to preserve 39
miles of the South Euba in its free-flowing condition.
Working to build a coalition of public and private organizations, SERCI framed the idea of land preservation as an
economic development strategy. A challenge to the Ieague
occurred when floods on aew Eear’s weekend of 1997
traumatized the lower Euba area and led some people to
renew efforts to further dam the river. Another challenge
came in the form of opposition to preservation, which
stemmed from a group of property-rights advocates.
Through the 1990s, however, the Ieague continued to build a
coalition of groups in favor of preservation. By Ooining
multi-organizational efforts to examine various issues ]
federal grazing rights, fisheries improvements, herbicide
use in national forests, and timber-harvest plans ] the Ieague
made allies for preservation. SERCI also trained and
deployed volunteers to monitor the spring-run of
endangered salmon.
Early in 1999, when protection for the 39 miles of river
seemed likely, opponents established a well-funded
lobbying campaign in the California state legislature.
#n support of the Ieague, however, the national long-distance phone company Working Assets and the outdoorclothing company Patagonia provided funds for a counter
campaign.13 SERCI’s sixteen-year effort paid off in late
1999 when Rovernor Rray Davis signed a bill adding the
39-mile stretch of South Euba River to California’s Wild
and Scenic River System.

Collaboration without
Compromise

d

aving stopped the dams and reached its preservation
goal, SERCI has found new causes. The Ieague
now views its mission as Za community-based educational
nonprofit corporation committed to the protection,
preservation and restoration of the entire Euba Watershed\
and Zaggressively seeks environmental solutions through
the tools of education, organization, collaboration,
litigation, and legislation.\14
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Collaborative efforts continue with like-minded organizations to solve flood-control problems, restore salmon
and steelhead populations, and improve water ^uality.
The Ieague is also engaging in dialogue with traditional
opponents, including organizations that had, in the past,
proposed damming the river. The traditional foes discuss
current issues such as irrigation for agriculture and fish
populations.
SERCI enters collaborative efforts and dialogue without
forgetting its advocacy roots. According to mason Rainey,
the Ieague converses with foes on issues of common
concern for four primary reasons: (1) to obtain and share
informationl (2) to agree on the facts about issuesl (3) to
distinguish between groups’ public positions about the
issues and their underlying interestsl and (4) to clarify those
interests and determine which of them, if any, the groups
have in common. According to literature on the subOect, these
are classic methods for conducting win-win negotiations.15

River Programs
=>?@L *ond&*.s $24e <aBor :ro1ra<s7

River @eople1N
River people ] provides opportunities that connect inhabitants
to the place where they live, work and play. The Ieague counts
as its members over 4,500 businesses, property owners,
and citizens with diverse interests but with a common love
for the river. Tver 500 people are active volunteers in the
organization. The Ieague publishes a ^uarterly newspaper,
The Sierra Citizen, and offers Zhundreds of educational
and community-building programs and events.\ Examples
include: an annual auctionl dances and concertsl summer
and winter membership partiesl annual river clean-upsl
Zeuiz aight\l lobbying at the state capitall educational
slide shows and presentationsl and raft trips during the fall
salmon run.

River !onitors
River Monitors ] involves about 70 volunteers, ranging
in age from high school students to senior citizens, who
volunteer one Sunday per month to gather scientificallycredible, water-^uality data at one of 27 field sites.

River Acience
River Science ] employs water-^uality monitoring data,
analysis, research, education, advocacy, and collaboration.
#ncluded are a ZState of the Euba\ annual report, an education
program about mercury and arsenic pollution for citizens
and public officials, a ZWatershed Academy\ for high
school science teachers, and facilitation of the ZAdapt-AWatershed Program\ and other science-based programs
for schools.

River 8aw
River Iaw ] provides assistance in litigation, policy development, and general counseling services to grassroots
environmental organizations across California. The Ieague’s
attorneys have expertise in water ^uality, water rights,
endangered species, land use, and non-profit corporation
law. #ssues about which the Ieague has provided assistance
include, for example, protecting and restoring instream flow
and water ^uality, preventing inappropriate land uses and
resource extraction activities ] e.g., mining, grazing, and
timber harvesting ] that threaten river resources, and preserving and enhancing opportunities for river recreation and
access. Since its beginning in 1998, River Iaw counts many
successes: protecting salmon in the Euba Riverl preventing
illegal logging in the Tahoe aational Forestl and limiting an
effort to triple the size of a landfill in Euba County, to name
several.

River Advocate
River Advocate ] brings together diverse interest groups to
discuss and attempt to resolve important issues in the Euba
Watershed. #n this program the Ieague negotiates for causes
such as restoration of wild fish, development alternative
flood control management solutions, and formation of a
Euba River Parkway.

Financing to Preserve the
Advocacy Option17

A

s a matter of principle, for its first 15 years, SERCI
took no grants from the state or federal governments.
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#nstead, the Ieague used membership dues, proceeds from
events, and private donations to fund its organization and proOects. The principle reflected a Ieague decision to avoid any
constraints that public monies might create in order to
maintain the organization’s option to play a public advocacy
role. #n recent years, the Ieague has relaxed, to a degree,
the practice of eschewing public monies, but it has not abandoned its advocacy role. Currently, about half of the SERCI
budget derives from public grants, but grant opportunities are
scrutinized to avoid accepting any constraints that would
limit how the Ieague could advocate for public measures.
According to Executive Director Rainey, the Ieague continues a policy of not re^uesting any public monies that would
limit its advocacy option, even if that means reducing the
organization’s ability to do proOects.

Having Fun the
Bioregional Way

W

hen interviewed about the SERCI, Rainey said
with a chuckle, ZWe do have fun.\ With SERCI,
fun happens in ways that connect nature and culture to
enhance the sense of place.

8,o eCa<:+es ser4e .o 2++&s.ra.e s&*0 *onne*.2ons7
! As it has for several years, the Ieague will provide
Salmon Raft Tours for the autumn run of wild
salmon. #n Tctober and aovember of this year, rafts
will, on nine occasions, transport people to float
amidst the swimming salmon. #n 2007 the Ieague
will also host an autumn event that has not occurred
for 150 years: at a sunrise ceremony, Tsi-Akim
Elders will conduct their traditional ZCalling Back
the Salmon\ ritual to celebrate the return of the
magnificent fish.18

! Early in 2007, the Ieague hosted the fifth annual
ZWild and Scenic Environmental Film Festival.\ With
financial support from Patagonia, the Ieague
organized a review of 250 films, 80 of which were
included in the festival. Film makers, speakers,
celebrities, and 3,000 others enOoyed film screenings,
wine tasting, parties, and cafn talks during the three
day event.19
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Lesson Learned
1
HI&%J has maintaine- a )lear
mission an- a fo)us on its prime
interest K a-Co)a)y for the watershe-G

2

$

The Jeague has willingly
restri)te- its !nan)ial base
from grant sour)es that
might pose )onstraints on a-Co)a)y
a)tiCities to maintain that fo)usG

3

$

HI&%J has )reate- partA
nerships with priCate se)tor
)ompanies illustrate- most
notably by its ongoing partnership
with Latagonia>
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Amigos Bravos

A

migos Bravos – Friends of Wild Rivers – has a vision. Rivers across the State of
New Mexico are so clear and clean that people bend their knees, cup their hands,
and drink directly from the waters without fear. This vision was a reality in Northern New Mexico one lifetime ago. Contemporary Pueblo Indian and native Hispanic
elders gifted Amigos Bravos with the vision at a strategic planning session, shortly after
the organization formed.
Begun in 1988 when a handful of people volunteered to care for a 40-mile stretch of the Rio
Grande River, Amigos Bravos has become an organization devoted to watershed restoration, advocacy, and organizational development across the state of New Mexico. Presently,
Amigos Bravos has a paid staff of seven people and an annual budget of about $600,000.
At several points in its history, the organization has shifted its mission and reallocated
resources to meet new challenges. Themes of the organization’s success are:
• Creating a mindset and methods to understand emerging issues and to adjust to
those issue by adopting new programs and projects;
• Building on success to move into related projects.
• Developing strong, long-term relationships with grassroots communities;
• Designing a board of trustees that is actively engaged with those communities and
that functions in clear and symbiotic ways with the organization’s staff.

New Mexico: Nature
and Culture20

W

ith a total area of more than 121,000 s^uare
miles, aew Mexico is the fifth largest state in
the United States but has a relatively low population
density ] 15.0 persons per s^uare mile, versus 79.6
persons per s^uare mile across the whole country. aonetheless, aew Mexico’s population of slightly less than
two million people is highly diverse. #t contains large
numbers of two indigenous groups ] American #ndians and persons of dispanic origin.21 Approximately
45 percent of the population are of dispanic origin,

another 45 percent are white persons who are not
dispanic, and 10 percent is American #ndian persons. aew Mexico’s people are also relatively poor: in
2003, the portion of inhabitants living below the poverty
level was 17.7 percent in the state, as compared to 12.5
percent across the nation.
aew Mexico’s topography consists primarily of
mesas, mountain ranges, canyons, valleys, and normally
dry arroyos. The range in elevation is from a low of
2,817 feet above sea level, where the Pecos River flows
into Texas, to 13,161 feet above sea level atop Wheeler
Peak in the Sangre De Cristo Mountains. The
climate of the state is characterized by light precipitation
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totals, abundant sunshine, low relative humidities,
and relatively large annual swings of temperature.
Principal sources of moisture for the scant rains and
snow that fall on the state are the Pacific Tcean,
located 500 miles to the west, and the Rulf of Mexico, 500
miles to the southeast. MaOor rivers are the Rio Rrande,
which traverses the state from north to south, and the Pecos,
Canadian, San muan, and Rila Rivers. aew Mexico’s arid
to semiarid climate puts a value premium on water. Brian
Shields, Executive Director of Amigos Bravos, says, ZWe
are aware of the value of rivers and water in aew Mexico.
There is a very finite amount of water here.\22
Although water is scarce, it adds significant value to the
state’s economy. Iumbering, recreation, and in, particular,
agriculture, are all water-dependent sectors. More than
half of the state’s area is pastureland and another 28
percent is woodland. While only four percent of the
state is under cultivation, one third of that area is
intensively farmed by irrigation. Beginning with the
state’s native dispanics, aew Mexico’s farmers have
irrigated crops for more than 400 years. The traditional irrigation source, stored surface water, depends
on ade^uate winter snowfalls in aorthern aew Mexico
and Colorado. dalf of all irrigation waters are from the
surface, and half are from groundwater, drawn from the
Tgallala A^uifer. Cotton, fruit, feed crops, and truck farm
produce are the most significant irrigated products.

Mission Turning Points

#

n 1988, after assisting the U.S. Bureau of Iand Management (BIM) with the provision of services on a 40mile stretch on the Rio Rrande, the small group of volunteers that was to become Amigos Bravos learned BIM was
expected to approve a permit for a massive mineral waste
disposal facility for Molycorp’s molybdenum mine,
located near the Red River in aorthern aew Mexico. Amigos Bravos formed itself as an official organization, filed a
lawsuit against BIM to block the permit, and began a longterm effort to restrict Molycorp’s waste-disposal practices.
Financed with j12,000 from the sale of t-shirts and posters,
Amigos Bravos partnered with the Sierra Club Iegal
Defense Fund and eventually prevailed in its legal
action.23

Executive Director Shields recalls the struggle to prevent the
waste disposal facility as an excellent learning experience.
ZWe learned about advocacy tools ] how to work with the
media, engage public agencies, organize communities, and
build a team of hydrologists, mining engineers, and lawyers
to develop legal evidence,\ Shields says. #n 1993, Amigos
Bravos and other groups successfully advocated for the passage of the aew Mexico Mine Act, which re^uired Molycorp to post a bond of j157 million to cover possible environmental impacts from its molybdenum mine.
While it celebrated successes in its advocacy role and
growth in its membership, which increased to 250 members
by 1990, Amigos Bravos became increasingly aware of and
concerned about a split that had emerged, in the early 1990s,
between environmental groups and indigenous peoples in
aew Mexico. The conflict stemmed from an initiative to
protect the spotted owl, a cause advanced by environmentalists and opposed by people involved in the state’s forest
economy, aative Americans and dispanics included. #ndigenous peoples were tending to view environmentalists as
Zevil newcomers,\ according to Shields. At that same time,
a second issue, which had the potential to drive a wedge
even deeper between environmentalists and indigenous
communities, emerged around an opinion issued by aew
Mexico’s Attorney Reneral. The opinion, which granted
protective rights to the state’s rivers, was applauded by environmental groups, but viewed by aative American and
dispanic groups who were dependent on stream flows for
irrigated agriculture as a threat to their financial viability.
Amigos Bravos held a strategic planning session, as it does
every four years, in 1991, Oust weeks after the Attorney
Reneral’s opinion was issued. Strategic planning for
Amigos Bravos means convening about 40 people, who
represent all of aew Mexico’s grassroots groups with
interests in water resources, to a three-day retreat at Rhost
Ranch, north of Albu^uer^ue. The focus of the 1991
session ^uickly turned to the Attorney Reneral’s opinion. #n
thinking through the issue, participants eventually reached
a consensus. Amigos Bravos, they decided, should initiate
a series of conversations, called ZSomos becinos,\ or ZWe
are aeighbors.\ With a two-year grant from the Ford Foundation, Amigos Bravos organized conversations across the
state. At a less intense level, but with no less significance,
Somos becinos conversations continue to this day. The
result has been, according to Shields, a deeper, more
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broadly-shared understanding of common interests and values
between environmental groups and indigenous communities. ZTur shared interests for rivers are health, well being,
and sustainability,\ says Shields. ZWe value social Oustice
and environmental Ousticel\ he says. ZMoreover,\ Shields
continues, Zwe believe the two go hand-in-hand.\24
At the subse^uent strategic planning session, in 1995,
participants grappled with another issue: how to implement
the responsibility that Amigos Bravos had assumed when
it became a state-wide advocate for river protection and
restoration. ZWe clarified the challenge,\ says Shields, as
an issue of Zhow to build strong community-level groups
that would be energized by local issues.\ Participants in the
session also provided an answer for that issue: create a
circuit-rider position, witin Amigos Bravos, to provide
start-up and capacity-building assistance to individuals and
groups wanting to protect their local watersheds. Most groups
begin with concerns about a single issue, according to
Shields. ZWhen a group is concerned about more than one
issue,\ he says, Zwe generally suggest the group form a
board of directors to represent various stakeholder groups.\
At the subse^uent strategic planning session, in 1995,
participants grappled with another issue: how to implement
the responsibility that Amigos Bravos had assumed when
it became a state-wide advocate for river protection and
restoration. ZWe clarified the challenge,\ says Shields, as
an issue of Zhow to build strong community-level groups
that would be energized by local issues.\ Participants in the
session also provided an answer for that issue: create a
circuit-rider position, within Amigos Bravos, to provide
start-up and capacity-building assistance to individuals
and groups wanting to protect their local watersheds. Most
groups begin with concerns about a single issue, according
to Shields. ZWhen a group is concerned about more than
one issue,\ he says, Zwe generally suggest the group form a
board of directors to represent various stakeholder groups.\
#n the 1999 strategic planning session, according to Shields,
participants decided to Zexport the knowledge we had
gained in fighting to protect rivers from mining\ to the
next big public issue: challenging Ios Alamos aational
Iaboratory (IAaI) to recognize seepage of toxic waste.
This effort continues. #n its 2006 LANL Discharge
Report, Amigos Bravos discussed historic and current
toxic discharges from the laboratory. Those discharges
include Za wide range of radionuclide, metal, and chemical

pollutants,\ including: Zhexavalent chromium in the
regional drinking water a^uiferl PCBs in soils on IAaI
property, in surrounding canyons and streams, and in fish
tissue samples taken from the Middle Rio Rrande watershedl and perchlorate detected in the regional a^uifer.\ #n
addition, according to the report, ZThere are significant
concerns regarding the terms and conditions of all three
permits under which IAaI has coverageo\ Finally, the
report Zmakes general and specific recommendations for addressing both on-going and historic discharges at IAaI.\25
This is a difficult fight, notes Shields, who says, Zaot only
are we challenging a public organization, but also an agency
that has a security mission during a time of national security
concerns.\
At the most recent strategic planning retreat, in 2003,
participants further clarified the mission and goals of the
organization. Amigos Bravos currently has three goals
] ZRestoring Watershed dealth, dolding Polluters
Accountable, and Building a River Protection Movement.\
Restoring Watershed Health includes multiple efforts to
influence local, regional, national, and, particularly, state
water policies. Methods involve Zeducational and outreach
activities, legislative and policy reviews, and research and
on-the-ground restoration initiatives.\
Holding Polluters Accountable, includes, as a cornerstone,
the ongoing struggle to hold Molycorp accountable for
damages to the Red River, to monitor threats to people
living near the firm’s molybdenum mine, and to reclaim the
mine-site itself. This focus also includes the initiative to
examine toxic discharges from the Ios Alamos aational
Iaboratory, and the defense of the aew Mexico Mining
Act, which holds mining companies accountable for cleanup of their environmental impacts.
Building a River Protection Movement includes outreach
and educational efforts, technical assistance to communities,
and membership development. Purposes of these efforts are
to Zreach, teach, empower, and grow\ the organization’s
constituency. #nitiatives include, for example: the circuitrider programl an ZEnvironmental mustice, Diversity, and
Eouth #nitiative,\ which targets diverse communities,
especially indigenous groups, and for which Amigos Bravos
received Peace Action aew Mexico’s Peace Activist Award
of 2004l and partner activities with the national organization
American Rivers as well as with numerous state and
local organizations.
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Finances

tant to the Director are actively involved in development
efforts.

a

A Last Big Lesson Learned

ew Mexico’s people, who are relatively poor and
mostly indigenous, are generous nonetheless. Mostly,
however, they donate to their churches and to organizations
that support social needs, rather than to environmental
organizations such as Amigos Bravos. While the organization
is very grateful for what local people do contribute, the
limited potential for significant membership revenue has
motivated Amigos Bravos to seek funds from foundations, an effort at which it has been highly successful. The
current annual budget of about j600,000 is derived from three
primary sources: 65 percent from foundationsl 25 percent
from member donations and special appeals for funds
concerning particular issuesl and 10 percent from events,
such as an annual raffle. While this split of sources reveals
a heavy reliance on foundation grants, it is more balanced
than the split was several years ago. #n Fiscal Eear 2004,
when the budget totaled about j480,000, 83 percent of
support and revenue came from foundation grants and 17
percent from memberships and events.26

There is a risk in being Zfoundation dependent,\ recognizes
Executive Director Shields, but he adds that Amigos Bravos
has diversified is sources of funding. Early in the history of
Amigos Bravos, only two foundations supported the organizationl typically there are now more than five.
Today, there is increasing competition for foundation
dollars, observes Shields. The number of watershed groups
is growing, he notes, and in his opinion their number and
needs are exceeding the capacity of foundations to provide
support. Moreover, he has observed that when the executive
branch of the federal government is Zhostile to environmental
interests,\ foundations tend to direct more of their resources
toward advocacy efforts Washington, DC and less to local
groups. dis strategy in this situation, he says, is to focus
on building capacity within grassroots watershed groups
in aew Mexico, so that when the situation at the national
level changes, those groups will be well-positioned to take
advantage of increased opportunities for obtaining resources
via foundation grants.
Amigos Bravos is not large enough, according to Shields,
to hire a person to do development work only. #nstead, the
organization employs a person with Zexcellent writing
skills\ who handles both grant writing and communications
duties. Additionally, the Executive Director and an Assis-

#

#n providing information for this case story, Executive
Director Shields ended his remarks by offering one Zlast
big lesson learned.\ Speaking with conviction, Shields
stated, ZThe role of our Board of Directors has been critical
to our success.\ The current Board is small, totaling only
seven members, and is, according to Shields, carefully
chosen to represent grassroots communities and knowledge
about subOects that are highly valued in the organization.
The Board President is an attorney who specializes in
water law, was a founding member of Amigos Bravos,
and represents ace^uias (community-operated waterways)
and communities across aorthern aew Mexico in contentious water and land use issues. Tther members include: an
architect/contractorl a biologistl an attorney specializing in
employment and labor lawl a farmerl a retired district court
Oudgel and an artist who founded Artesanos de euesta, a
traditional arts cooperative aimed at providing economic
alternatives to mining. All board members perform significant leadership roles in other organizations.
According to Shields, the Board Zanchors\ his thinking to
Zkeep the Executive Director from getting carried away by
unwise ideas.\ The role of the Board is clearly understood,
by all concerned, he says, and it does not include raising
funds. Fund-raising is the role of the staff, says Shields.
#nstead, he believes, the Board’s role should be to:

! Advise the staff honestly about what strategies
would be good to followl
! 6eep Amigos Bravos closely connected with grass
roots communitiesl
! Assist with proOects, as volunteers, when time and
opportunities allow.
Shields, who has served as both a Board member and
on the staff ] including service as Executive Director
since 1996 ] says: ZThe Board sets polices and the staff
implements them. The Executive Director interfaces with
both board and staff and has the authority to move forward
to lead implementation efforts.\
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Blackfoot Challenge

I

ike the river after which it is named, the watershed group known as the Blackfoot Challenge progresses forward – turning as it meets obstacles and cascading
opportunistically when it finds a welcoming slope. The past history and current
situation of Blackfoot Challenge, a non-profit organization serving residents of Western
Montana’s Blackfoot River Valley, is the story of how a group of diverse stakeholders
discovers common interests, builds trust, and collaborates on increasingly complex and
long-term projects, forming a watershed organization that has maintained, through
time, its collaborative values and methods. Blackfoot Challenge has grown its project
portfolio and its management sophistication, while maintaining a single, overarching
vision for the future.

The Watershed27

T

he Blackfoot balley, with a 1.5 million acre
watershed, is more than twice the size of the State
of Rhode #sland. Coursing through the valley are fifteen
tributaries of the Blackfoot River. They run from the top
of the Continental Divide in the Bob Marshall Wilderness,
merge with increasing volume to form a single stream, and
flow westward for some 132 miles. From 10,000 foot peaks
in the wilderness area, the river courses through timbered
slopes, by prairie grasslands, past sagebrush steppe, and into
wetland areas that contain 600 species of vascular plants,
including the dowell’s gumweed, a threatened species found
nowhere else on earth. Seventy percent of the region is forested. Elk, wolf, bald eagles, bull trout, Canadian Iynx, and
grizzly bears, twenty-one species of waterfowl, and other
birds including peregrine falcons, inhabit the valley.
The movie ZA River Runs Through #t\ depicted the
pristine beauty of the Blackfoot River, but overlooked a
history of environmental degradation ] the result of gold
mining, livestock grazing, and logging to support mining
and construction of the Transcontinental Railroad. Those
practices increased sedimentation of the stream, causing
declines in fisheries and angling opportunities. aew land uses
] particularly fragmentation of the landscape into summer
homesites, golf courses, and other commercial developments ] threaten the region’s natural resources and rural
^uality of life.

Two historic trails cross Blackfoot balley. aez Pierce,
Flathead, and Blackfeet #ndians followed the Iolo Trail, as
did Captain Meriwether Iewis and his men. The US Army
later constructed the Mullan Road and used it to move
supplies and men between Fort Benton, Montana and Walla
Walla, Washington. Remains of #ndian culture such as tipi
rings, artifacts, and ceremonial sites, in addition to miningrelated structures, provide other historic sites.
Twnership of the balley is in multiple hands. About 50
percent is federally owned, seven percent is state owned, 20
percent is in corporate timber holdings, and the remaining
23 percent is privately held, mostly as ranches. Twenty-five
hundred households live in the balley, some in the seven
separate communities that dot the landscape. Iocal governance is provided by three county Ourisdictions.

Threats, Common
Interests, and a
Bioregional Approach

S

takeholder groups perceived threats, clarified interests,
found common ground, and formed an alliance in the
late 1980s and early 1990s. For their part, cattle ranchers
viewed noxious weeds, property damage from elk migration, and water-rights conflicts as threats to their way of life.
They were also concerned about declines in profitability,
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seen as resulting in large part from deteriorating grazing
conditions. Reduced profitability, they believed, increased
the probability that ranches would be sold and subdivided
into recreational homesites and non-traditional commercial enterprises. Two additional stakeholder groups, public
land managers ] in the beginning, the US Fish and Wildlife
Service and Bureau of Iand Management, primarily ] and
private wildlife-interest groups, such as Trout Unlimited,
Ducks Unlimited, and Pheasants Forever, shared concerns
about the subdivision of ranches, which they viewed as a
threat to wildlife habitat.
These groups, driven by threats to their core personal,
professional and organizational values, increased communications across the balley community and in so doing
learned how many interests they had in common. #nitial
meetings were often small, trust-building gatherings Zacross
the kitchen table.\ Many discussions took place at the social
hub for regional landowners ] Trixi’s Restaurant and Bar in
Tvando, Montana ] a venue that continues to host stakeholder dialogues.28 The vision that emerged from these
discussions looked to a future Blackfoot balley in which
land managers would be preserving, protecting, and
enhancing the balley’s natural and cultural assets: an intact
aorthern Rockies ecosysteml financially-viable working
landscapesl and a traditional rural lifestyle based on cattle
ranching. That vision became the basis for the Blackfoot
Challenge, and it remains unchanged after twenty years.

Creating the Blackfoot
Challenge

F

ormed in 1991 and chartered in 1993, the Blackfoot
Challenge became the primary vehicle to achieve the
stakeholder groups’ common vision. Prior to formally
organizing themselves, however, constituent groups initiated
a series of small and simple proOects with a high probability of success, such as installing artificial nesting structures
for Canada geese.29 Success with simple ventures created a
momentum, fueled by increasing mutual trust, which led to
more complex proOects, such as restoring wetlands, streams,
and riparian areas, and developing alternative grazing
systems. Eventually, successes with short-term efforts
opened the door to long-term proOects such as protecting

important wildlife habitat through the purchase of perpetual
conservation easements on private land. When the proOects
became sufficiently complex and long-term to exceed the
management capacity of separate groups, the stakeholders
decided to establish a single organization to manage the
processes. They formed the Blackfoot Challenge and,
to recognize their multiple interests and collaborative
relationships, created a steering committee for the
organization that represented both diverse interests and the
institutional memory of how to work collaboratively.
Two stakeholder groups were critical to the creation of
the Challenge. #n addition to their efforts in the balley,
private landowners worked at the state level to obtain
enabling legislation for conservation easements, recreation
tourism, and wildlife corridor management.30 And, leaders
in public natural resource agencies saw the importance of
working as partners with private landowners on issues of
mutual concern.

Mission and Methods

S

teering committee members coupled nature with
culture, river with land, and present with future when they
wrote their mission statement, which strives Zto coordinate
efforts that will enhance, conserve and protect the natural
resources and rural lifestyles of Montana’s Blackfoot River
balley for present and future generations\ (Strategic Plan,
2000). The mission recognizes that natural resources and
rural lifestyles are interdependent in the working landscape of the Blackfoot balley. #t implies that a healthy river
re^uires appropriate land-use practices on the surrounding
watershed. And it speaks for the sake of future generations,
whose welfare depends on the extent to which people, now
living, behave in sustainable ways.

Dre$erred <e.0ods 2n .0e E+a*;$oo. @0a++en1e are
s.a.ed as $o++o,s7FG
! Oe Inclusive ] Recognize and work with diverse
interests in the Blackfoot balley.

! Avoid Confrontation ] Bring together public and
private resources to help resolve issues and
avoid conflicts.
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! Work Together Q @artner ] Promote a coordinated
approach to problem solving and proOect
implementation. Forge partnerships among the
members to achieve Blackfoot Challenge
obOectives.

! Ahare Information ] Provide for the exchange and
distribution of technical and topical information.
Foster communication between public agencies
and private landowners to avoid duplication of
efforts and to capitalize on potential opportunities
for responsible land management. Serve as a clearing
house for information among agencies, conservation
groups, and land owners in the Blackfoot balley.

The more than 400 public agencies, businesses, organizations, and individuals on the Blackfoot Challenge mailing
list do not pay dues, but they can donate money to support
the organization. The Challenge employs an Executive
Director who oversees the organization’s one additional
employee, carries out the strategic plan, implements a
fund-raising strategy, and administers contracts, proOect
activities, and services. The Executive Director also oversees contracted services for the Challenge, which include
administrative assistance, bookkeeping, tax preparation,
and programs and proOects.

Concerns and Projects

! Achieve Resource Atewardship ] Examine
cumulative impacts of land management decisions
and promote actions to lessen adverse impacts in
the Blackfoot balley. Undertake activities and
proOects to coordinate protection of the natural
resources and maintenance of the rural lifestyle in
the Blackfoot watershed. Advocate resource
protection and rural lifestyle.

! Aerve ] Be of service to a wide variety of
individuals and organizations with interest in the
Blackfoot River, its tributaries, and adOacent lands.

Structure
The Blackfoot Challenge Board of Directors, a se^uel to
the steering committee, numbers Zten to sixteen members
representing the various businesses, farms and ranches,
communities and residents, as well the county, state and
federal agencies residing and/or operating within the
Blackfoot balley.\32 Diversity on the board is illustrated
by the fact that its members fre^uently serve on the boards
of Zpartner organizations,\ such as Trout Unlimited, The
aature Conservancy, Bureau of Iand Management
Resource Advisory Committee, planning boards, weed
districts, and school boards. To conduct its work, the
Blackfoot Challenge Board utilizes committees, such
as those for conservation strategies, education, native
fisheries, weed management, and wildlife management.
The committee structure is flexiblel as priority issues for
the organization emerge, committees are formed.

According to the Blackfoot Challenge Strategic Plan
(2000), resource management issues generally involve
balancing resource protection with human activities. aatural
resource concerns include: water ^uality and availabilityl
fisheries resources and wildlife habitatl threatened and
endangered speciesl fire hazard reductionl and grazing
and noxious weed management. Economic and landscape
concerns related to maintaining the rural lifestyle of
the watershed include: the loss of agricultural lands to
other uses, such as ranchettes and second homesl
pressure on natural resources created by increased recreational
activitiesl and the need to create a stable, sustainable local
economy in the context of the growing global economy.

HCa<:+es o$ 2nd242d&a+ :roBe*.s .o <ee. .0ese
*on*erns $o++o,7

Weed !anagement
A committee on weed management has been active
since 1995. The Challenge ] in partnership with private,
county, state, and federal interests ] formed eight Weed
Management Areas, which plan and manage noxious weeds
and which also provide education and biological/grazing
control. Although the committee continues to coordinate efforts, counties in the watershed have hired Weed
Management Coordinators, and each of the areas has
developed local leaders.
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Conservation Atrategies
Beginning in 2000, a committee has met to exchange information, pool resources, identify priorities, and explore/
utilize appropriate strategies. #ts 20 members include all
organizations with conservation easements on 70,000
acres of private lands, a timber company with 20 percent
of the holdings in the watershed, state and federal agencies
with 60 percent of the holdings, and local land conservation interests.

Wildlife !anagement
#n 2002, largely in response to concerns about increased
grizzly bear activity, the Challenge formed a committee
of landowners and managers. Because life in the balley
involves ongoing challenges of coexistence between
people and elk and wolves, as well as grizzly bears, the
committee’s role has since been expanded to consider
human-wildlife interactions, exchange information, and
coordinate wildlife management and conservation efforts
in the Blackfoot balley.

<rought Response
#n response to stakeholder group re^uests in the context of
a severe drought in 2000 that threatened native fisheries,
the Challenge formed a committee to facilitate dialogue
among Trout Unlimited, wildlife agencies, and water
users. The result was the Challenge’s Drought Response
Committee, which coordinated a successful watershedwide emergency effort. The committee has since shifted
efforts to address long-term water conservation and recreation issues.

*ducation
Activities include: group tours on subOects such as weed
management, grazing practices, native fisheries, threatened
and endangered species, habitat protection and restoration,
and alternative ranch incomel a summer Water Education
for Teachers (WET) programl public speaking, awareness,
marketing and outreach about the purposes and activities of
Blackfoot Challengel and an annual award to an individual,
organization, or agency that has provided an outstanding
contribution to Zenhance, conserve, and protect the natural
resources and rural lifestyle of the Blackfoot River balley.\

Iabitat Q Water Conservation
At the re^uest of the State of Montana, the Challenge
formed a committee, in 2000, which consists of landowners,
public agency representatives, technical staff, and consultants to create water ^uality restoration plans for four Total
Maximum Daily Ioad Areas. The committee also works
with the Big Blackfoot Chapter of Trout Unlimited to plan
stream restoration proOects and to obtain funding for their
implementation.

Finances33

W

hen the Challenge was formed, in the early 1990s,
its financial resources came, almost exclusively,
from public agencies. Public resources have continued
to flow to the organization, but all other support groups ]
businesses, clients, foundations and other nonprofit organizations, landowners, and ordinary citizens ] have become
more important sources of funds. For example, the number
of unrestricted, private annual donations has grown from
five to 140. During the past six years, the annual budget
has increased from j40,000 to j1.5 million. The Executive
Director and Board of the organization are sensing,
however, that the current budget is too large to be
sustainable and are considering an annual budget of about
j700,000 to be ideal for the long term.
The Challenge has also developed an operating reserve
fund, which currently totals about j140,000. That fund
provides the organization with significant Zmatching
resources\ for grants. Although restrictions in re^uestsfor-proposals sometimes constrain what may be re^uested
in a grant application, the Challenge always tries to make
the strongest possible case for receiving operating funds.
Significant flexibility is achieved by using contract employees, whose work is tied to specific grants. Currently,
the Challenge employs 30 contract workers, in addition
to the usual two staff members. The organization also
strives for flexibility by Zinstitutionalizing\ programs that
are ongoingl the best example of that strategy, according
Executive Director Bernd-Cohen, is how weed control
programs, which are ongoing efforts, have been shifted
from the Challenge to the county weed districts.
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#n seeking grants, the Challenge began by targeting relatively easy sources. ZWe went for the low-hanging fruit,\
said Bernd-Cohen. She says success in getting grants is a
Ztwo-edged sword,\ however. Balanced against the growing
reputation for success is the attitude, among some granters, that their resources should be directed to organizations
that Zneed lots of help.\ According to Bernd-Cohen, this
attitude Zmakes for stress\ within her organization.
Watershed organizations need individuals with leadership skills, says Bernd-Cohen. Particularly important,
she said, are people with skills in inter-group facilitation,
organizational development in general, and grant writing in
particular. ZWe also need foundations that support
watershed organizations and provide them with leadershipcapacity building,\ noted Bernd-Cohen, Zas well as with
funds to do the proOect work that people are asking us to do.\

Lesson Learned
1
Mla)9foot %hallenge starte- with
small@ simple proEe)ts an-@ as those
su))ee-e-@ built momentum for an
eDpan-e- missionG

2
The %hallenge employs a boar- an)ommittee stru)ture that )lari!es
-ire)tion an- effe)tiCely a))omplishes
proEe)ts an- goalsG

3

$

The organization has -eCelA
ope- an operating reserCe
fun- for grantAmat)hing
purposesG

4
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Elizabeth River Project

#

n 1991 Marjorie Mayfield Jackson and three friends began meeting around a kitchen
table to discuss the Elizabeth River and its environmental issues.34 At that time, the
waterway was the subject of an urban legend: if someone fell into and was pulled
out the river, legend had it, the survivor required seven vaccination shots; otherwise,
unfortunately, the individual would die.
Jackson, who eventually became Executive Director of the Elizabeth River Project (ERP),
recalls how busy and poor she and her friends were when they started meeting. “We didn’t
have time to write minutes nor money enough to hire someone to do that,” she recalls. “So
every time we met, we first tried to remember what we had decided at the previous meeting.” Eventually, though, the group obtained a $1,300 grant from the Commonwealth of
Virginia – funds enough for Jackson to resign from a part-time waitressing job to devote
more attention to the project, and resources sufficient to conduct a mail survey. “In the
survey, we asked 60 community leaders in the watershed what the problems of the Elizabeth
River were and what actions they would support to reduce the problems,” Jackson says.

The Watershed and
Its Issues35

a

amed by mamestown colonists in the early 17th
Century for Princess Elizabeth Stuart, the daughter of
6ing mames # of England, the Elizabeth River is a short tidal
estuary that drains a highly urbanized and industrialized
basin of Southeastern birginia into the lower Chesapeake
Bay. The main stem of the river is only five miles long,
is two miles wide at its mouth, and provides important
military and commercial port facilities. Iocated on
the southern side of the mouth of the mames River, the
Elizabeth River Watershed covers about 300 s^uare miles
within the cities of Chesapeake, aorfolk, Portsmouth, and
birginia Beach.
By 1991, the Elizabeth had long been known as a heavilypolluted waterway. Many local people assumed at the time
that its reduced ^uality was Zthe price of progress\ and had
given up on restoring its natural ^ualities. Building on the

survey results, the group of four decided to involve others
and, in 1993, formed ERP as a non-profit organization. The
organization set its initial vision and mission: an Elizabeth
River restored to the highest practical level of environmental ^uality and accomplished through partnerships among
government, business, and community groups.

Getting Organized

A

t its beginning, ERP developed three strategies for
restoring the river, strategies that have served the
organization well to this day:
1. Bring scientists together with business, citizen, and
government leaders to develop plans that reflect real
problems and realistic actions to solve theml
2. Educate residents of the watershed to create
individual behavioral changes and popular pressure
for actions by public and private organizationsl
3. Conduct Elizabeth River ProOect affairs in ways
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that will have the organization be known as trustwor
thy ] trusted, that is, to be a catalyst for collaborative
restoration efforts across diverse stakeholder groups
and worthy to receive the financial resources
necessary to plan, organize, and implement
restoration efforts.

Action Plans,
Endorsements, and
Implementations

a

on-profit status made ERP eligible for grants and the
organization obtained one, for j20,000, from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agencyl it also secured
support from the Commonwealth of birginia and the
birginia Environmental Endowment. With these resources,
ERP convened, in 1993, a 120-member team of scientists
and community leaders to develop an action plan for restoring the river. The grant from EPA was to conduct a
Zcomparative-risk process,\ whereby diverse stakeholders
of the watershed were brought together to reach a consensus about which environmental problems posed the greatest
risks to human and ecosystem health and to the ^uality of
life in the Elizabeth River Watershed.36 The effort resulted
in a set of 18 planned-for actions, which were published in
1996. Public reaction to the publication of the plan, according to ERP, was one of euphoria sweeping the community.
#n ERP’s words, ZBanner headlines and 11 news articles
appeared in the local press in one week. The late Charles
6uralt of CBS, keynote speaker at the debut of the plan,
reflected on the research and political support behind the
document when he said, ZEou have the resources and the
people, and # am convinced too, the will to give the river a
rebirth.\37

I<:+e<en.a.2on 0210+210.sJ o4er .0e s2C 6ears .0a.
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! A multi-million dollar effort by The US Army Corps
of Engineers to clean the river’s toxic sedimentsl

! ERP’s educational efforts to improve public under
standing of bottom-life ecology, which included
teacher training, adult workshops, and ZPrincess
Elizabeth,\ an actor in historic attire who advocated
in the watershed’s elementary schools, and still does,
for a Zclean bottom for the Elizabeth\l

! Cost-share partnerships among local, state, and
federal governments to restore wetlands across four
cities in the watershedl additionally, work by the
City of birginia Beach, initiating a j50 million effort
for land ac^uisition and conservation and for the
beginning of a greenway areal

! The ZRiver Stars\ program, whereby local
businesses, industries, schools, and organizations
partner with ERP on individual restoration proOects
such as land conservation and pollution prevention
effortsl

! An Elizabeth River Watershed exhibit at aauticus,
the aational Maritime Centerl

! Removal from the river of more than 40 abandoned
vessels that posed threats to navigationl

! The most comprehensive river monitoring effort in
the history of birginia, initiated by the state’s
Department of Environmental euality.
#n 2001-02 another diverse group of stakeholders, 45 in
number and called the ZStakeholder Review Team,\ met
to review the initial action plan and recommend revisions
to it.38 The team’s revised plan, which streamlined the
original 18 actions into a Zsuccinct Clean 14,\ is now the
river restoration roadmap for efforts by ERP and its partners.39 As the new action plan was being prepared, ERP
obtained pledges of Zsupport for key goals of the plan\
from a noteworthy set of 30 people, including local, state,
and national elected and appointed officials and leaders
of prominent businesses and non-profit organizations in
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the watershed.40 A brief summary of the current action
plan follows:41

include a 40-acre creek side nature park with
restored wetlands, Za tidal garden, tree walks, and
an earth-works sculpture.\ The Paradise Creek
proOect is also noteworthy because it involves a
restoration plan for the whole of the subwatershedl
virtually every maOor landowner along the Creek
has participated in efforts such as wetland
restoration, construction of oyster reefs, and
development of the public park.

K210es. Dr2or2.6 L*.2ons
1. Clean up Elizabeth River sediments, an action
item popularly known as ZThe goo must goq\
2. Restore and conserve vegetated buffers, wetlands,
and forests.
3. Engage River Star industrial partners to establish
pollution prevention as the industrial ethic for the
Elisabeth River Watershed.
4. Reduce toxics and nutrients in stormwater runoff.
5. Monitor river trends to guide effective restoration
and conservation.
6. Restore contaminated uplands where the payoff is
high for enhancing marketability as well as
enhancing the environment.
7. Ensure that a proposed expansion of Craney #sland
and other proposed port expansions are both eco
logically and economically responsible.
8. Educate schoolchildren and the public on river
ecology and the Elizabeth River’s key challenges.

! Pioneered voluntary wetland restoration efforts
with partner proOects at more than a dozen sites in
the watershedl

! Reduced pollution, with River Star partners, by 165
million pounds and with the same partners restored
or conserved 649 acres of wildlife and recycled or
reused 167 million lbs. of additional materials.
bisitors from the U.S. and from China, Mexico,
Bosnia, the Philippines, and Thailand have studied
River Stars as a model for voluntary stewardship.

! Built a new River #nformation Center on the Ports
M.0er Dr2or2.6 L*.2ons
9. Reduce litter in the Elizabeth River to the
maximum extent practical.
10. Support local, state, national, and international
efforts to reduce levels of the toxic TBT in
marine paint.
11. Promote mass transit and alternate transportation, based on recognition of automotive usage as
a maOor source of pollution in the river.
12. Remove abandoned vessels and pilings.
13. Support efforts to implement a Zload allocation
approach,\ defining maximum total levels of
pollutants the Elizabeth River ecosystem can
tolerate and allocating portions of the total among
the watershed’s industries.
14. Support efforts to improve insufficient sanitary
collection systems.

E6 ear+6 NOOPJ 2<:+e<en.a.2on 0210+210.s o$ .0e
:+an 2n*+&ded .0e $o++o,2n1 s&**esses7
! #nitiated river-bottom cleanup proOects at three sites
] Scuffletown Creek, Money Point, a j15 million
proOect, and Paradise Creek, an effort that will also

mouth City waterfront, created a river camp, and
reached more than 20,000 school children in the
watershed with creative educational programs such
as ZIook at Iizzy’s Bottom,\ which provides
instruction on the meaning of a healthy river bottom.

Educational and
Public-Relations Programs

T

he prominent role of ZPrincess Elizabeth\ and
her much-discussed bottom in ERP’s educational
programming and public relations is great fun but also reflects
a considered response to the challenge of helping residents
of the watershed understand something as complex and unobservable as toxics on a river bottom. Iikewise, the phrase,
ZThe goo must go\ is a phrase designed to galvanize public
support for removal of toxic substances. A large investment
in education, done in novel and memorable ways, is behind
ERP’s success in motivating grassroots involvement in
restoration of the river, in creating good will for private
investments in clean-up efforts, and in applying public
pressure for governmental actions and expenditures.
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The Significance of Trust

T

he underlying philosophy of ERP is to build
trustworthy relationships with stakeholder groups ]
across the political spectrum, public and private, within the
watershed, and external to it. Trust is needed, says mackson, to obtain funds and to position the organization as an
effective player for progressive action. A set of Zguiding
principles\ found in the Watershed Action Plan illustrates
how this philosophy is applied in practice. The following
principles guide the implementation of ERP’s plan:

! Build strong partnerships through a
collaborative approach.

! Sustain the balance of a healthy economy
and a healthy ecology.

! Raise awareness and appreciation for the
Elizabeth River and its tributaries.

! Safeguard human health.
! Promote environmental Oustice for
all stakeholders.

! Enhance compliance with existing regulations.
! Strengthen the Elizabeth River ProOect as the
organization coordinating community-side
implementation of the plan.

Lesson Learned
1
The Rlizabeth &iCer LroEe)t )on-u)te-@
at its outset@ a surCey about issues@
nee-s@ an- problems@ then use- that
information to )reate an informeCision@ mission@ an- programsG

2
My )reating a reputation for trustworA
thiness@ the LroEe)t has galCanizesupport for programs by -iCerse
sta9ehol-er groupsG

3

$

R&L uses innoCatiCe partA
nerships K e>g>@ )ostAsharing
relationships with priCate
organizations an- lo)al@ state@ anfe-eral goCernments to restore
wetlan-s a)ross four )ities in the
watershe- K to fun- watersheprote)tion an- restoration effortsG

4
The organization employs )reatiCe@
attentionAgetting publi) relations anmar9eting te)hniSues@ su)h as 5Joo9
at JizzyNs Mottom< an- 5the goo must
go< to e-u)ate the publi) about the
watershe- an- strengthen politi)al
support for its programs>

Sources
The Elizabeth River Project. Elizabeth River Restoration and Conservation: A Watershed Action Plan (rev. 2nd ed.),
www.elizabethriver.org/
The Elizabeth River Project. What We Do, The Clean Fourteen, How to Become Involved, and Superfund Sites,
http://www.elizabethriver.org/
Gutenson, Debra. “Comparative Risk: What Makes a Successful Project?” in Duke Environmental Law & Policy,
http://www.law.duke.edu/journals/delpf/articles/deplf8p69.htm
Hoyer, Meghan. The Virginia Pilot. “Elizabeth River Project is Helping to Shape Portsmouth’s Waterfront,” April 4, 2006.
Jackson, Marjorie Mayfield, Executive Director, Elizabeth River Project. Personal communication on February 5, 2007.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Elizabeth River Watershed Contaminant Conceptual Model Project,
as found at http://mapping.orr.noaa.gov/website/portal/elizriver/
Randolph, John and Richard C. Rich. “Collaborative Environmental Management: An Emerging Approach and
Experience in Virginia” in Virginia Issues & Answers 5:1 (August 1998).
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Friends of the
Mississippi River

ZW

e are a place-based organization,” says Whitney Clark. “Our aim is to
affect private and public decisions by helping people understand, fall in
love with, and become advocates for this place.”42 Clark is the Executive
Director of the Friends of the Mississippi River (FMR), and the place he advocates for
is the Mississippi River Watershed in the Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota metropolitan
region. Beginning in 1993 with one staff person – Whitney Clark – FMR now has a staff
of 14, a board of 18, and a membership of more than 1,400. FMR’s three major programs
– protecting and improving water quality, conserving riverfront land, and enhancing
stewardship of the river corridor – all fit within the broader strategy of strengthening
people’s sense of place.

Region and Mission

F

MR is active in the Mississippi aational River and
Recreation Area (MaRRA), a Zpartner park\ created
by Congress in 1988.43 Partner parks are places where
the aational Park Service coordinates with other agencies
and groups to preserve, enhance, and make special places
available to the public. MaRRA stretches for 72 miles
along the Mississippi, links numerous regional parks, visitor
centers, and places of interest, and serves residents of and
visitors to the Minneapolis/St. Paul (Twin Cities) metropolitan region. Tf 54,000 acres protected in MaRRA, the
aational Park Service owns only 35. Regional parks in the
Twin Cities area include, for example, Minnehaha Regional
Park and Fort Snelling State Park. bisitor centers include the
Minnesota balley aational Wildlife Refuge and the BanfillIocke Center for the Arts. Among the many places of interest
are #ndian Mounds Park and the bermillion River Bottoms.
Although the Friends of the Mississippi River is designed
to work with the aational Park Service and other agencies
in the MaRRA, the organization is not a typical “Friends
of…” group, which would have a singular mission to
provide volunteer services to an agency. #nstead, the mission

of FMR is much broader: Zto preserve and restore the river’s
fish and wildlife, its vital floodplains and scenic bluffs, its
natural and cultural treasures, it beauty and its romance.\44

Protecting and Improving
Water Quality45

W

ater ^uality is of great concern in the Twin
Cities region. The Mississippi River provides
drinking water for people who live in the area, but the entire
stretch of the river located in the region fails to meet federal
water-^uality standards. Contamination has also made
it dangerous to eat fish taken from the mainstem of the
river and to swim in its waters. FMR and other advocates for
clean water focus on harmful land-use policies and practices,
particularly as they relate to industrial waste disposal,
run-off from farms and urban areas, and the disposal of
contaminants into storm-sewer systems. Currently, the
organization is working to involve citizens, educate people,
and advocate for public policies to improve water ^uality.
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Citizen volunteers become involved in the effort through
stream-monitoring, which is co-sponsored by state and
local government agencies, educational institutions, and
non-profit organizations in the Twin cities metropolitan
area. FMR serves on the steering committee for the
partnership and is assisting in the development of a
collaborative vision.

Mississippi River. FMR’s vision for the landscape is also
clear: the Mississippi will be serving as the backbone of an
interconnected system of natural areas and green corridors
that provide habitat for fish, birds, and mammals, that
protect water ^uality, and that preserve a natural amenity
for residents of the region. Working with landowners, local
governments, and partner organizations, FMR is currently
engaged in about a dozen efforts, including the following:

To educate people living in the area, FMR developed and
provides a workshop on actions that residential-property
owners can take around their homes to protect water ^uality
in the Mississippi Watershed. Actions range from simple
landscape fixes to maOor proOects, such as reshaping
entire backyards. Called ZRardening for a Rainy Day:
aative Plants, Rain Rardens, k Iawncare for Water
euality,\ the workshop involves master gardeners and
native plant specialists.
As for its work in advocacy for public policies, in the fall
of 2003 FMR created the ZWatershed #nitiative,\ an effort
which combines grassroots advocacy, land conservation,
and public education in the bermillion River a pristine
tributary of the Mississippi located on the outer edge of
the Twin Cities metropolitan area. The bermillion Watershed has an area of 372 s^uare miles and covers several
counties, portions of six small cities, and numerous rural
townships southeast of Minneapolis/St. Paul. The bermillion, which contains 45.5 miles of designated trout stream,
is considered to be the last remaining world-class trophy
trout fishery in a metropolitan region of the United States.
A regional authority ] the bermillion moint Powers Trganization (mPT) ] is designing a watershed management plan
to govern the watershed. The mPT Board has approved a
watershed management plan and standards for stormwater runoff, wastewater controls, and stream buffers, and is
establishing enforcement and monitoring efforts. FMR, as
part of a coalition of recreation, habitat, and environmental groups, Ooined forces with local residents to ask for
strong standards, particularly concerning stream buffers,
which the coalition initially considered inade^uate. FMR’s
Watershed #nitiative also includes advocacy in the Rice
Creek Watershed, home of another high-^uality tributary
on the region’s urban fringe.

Conserving Riverfront Land

T

he challenge is known: less than four percent of the Twin
Cities’ native landscape remains ] much of it along the

! A campaign, called ZEmbrace Tpen Space,\ to
raise public awareness about threats to woodlands,
wetlands, farmlands, and urban greenways in the
Twin Cities’ region and to urge citizen involvement
in decisions that will determine the future of
those spacesl

! Assistance to private landowners about a wide
range of options, including planning and
implementing ecological restoration proOects and
protecting their property permanentlyl

! A proOect, called ZThe Big Rivers Partnership,\
whereby FMR is teaming with government and
nonprofit groups to coordinate revitalization and
improvements on critical river valley lands, to
inspire local citizens to action, and to leverage new
resources for habitat restoration.

! ZMississippi River Rreenway Strategic Planning,\
a multi-community proOect looking at ways to
establish permanent greenways for communities
along the Mississippi River in Dakota County.

! The ZFarmland and aatural Areas ProOect,\ another
Dakota County effort, this one involving a
partnership of public and nonprofit agencies to
save natural areas and farmland through public
participation and local decision making.

Enhancing Stewardship of
the River Corridor47

F

MR, often in partnership with other groups, sponsors
various hands-on, citizen-engagement proOects for
a healthy Mississippi River. Examples include cleanups,
storm drain stenciling, and neighborhood stewardship
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efforts. The organization also creates education and
recreation events, such as the ZMississippi River Challenge\ ] a pledge-based, two-day paddling event ] and
ZSpecial Places Tours\ ] a series of programs that include
spring bird hikes, interpretive paddles, and snowshoe
hikes, all designed to explore urban wilderness areas, history, and the ecology of the river.
The Mississippi River, not surprisingly, plays a maOor role
in the history of the Twin Cities’ area, and FMR is engaged
in helping people understand and appreciate that role. A
current example involves FMR in an effort to make the
Meeker #sland Iock and Dam more accessible to the public. Meeker #sland is the site of the first dam built on the
Mississippi. Completed in 1907, the lock and dam were
demolished only five years later to allow for construction
of a hydroelectric dam. Meeker #sland today is scenic, rich
in wildlife, and a uni^ue place to teach a colorful chapter
of Minnesota and river navigation history. Placed on the
aational Register of distoric Places in 2003, the Meeker
#sland distoric Site is, however, not easily accessible to
the public. To increase public access, FMR is lobbying for
funds to restore an old wagon road that serviced the lock
and dam 100 years ago.
About history, the author of place, Wallace Stegner,
wrote: Zdistory was part of the baggage we threw overboard when we launched ourselves into the aew World.
We threw it away because it repealed old tyrannies,
old limitations, galling obligations, bloody memories.
Plunging into the future through a landscape that had no
history, we did both the country and ourselves some harm
along with some good. aeither the country nor the society
we built out of it can be healthy until we stop raiding and
running, and learn to be ^uiet, part of the time, and ac^uire
the sense not of ownership but of belonging.\48 Stegner also
wrote that, Zono place is a place until it has had a poet.\49
FMS is fortunate to have, as one of its founding board
members, the historian mohn Anfinson, who wrote about
Meeker #sland in an article titled, ZThe Secret distory of the
Mississippi’s Earliest Iocks and Dams.\50 Anfinson also
wrote a document for the FMR Newsletter, Winter 2003,
titled, ZFinding Tur Sense of PlaceoAnd Connecting with
Today’s Mississippi River.\51 #n his Newsletter article,
Anfinson wrote: ZThe Mississippi has become a place more

in the mind than in realityo\ and ZWithout a deep, specific sense of place, we have nothing tangible to fight for,
and the river’s natural and historic places are taken apart
piecemeal.\ To deepen and make people’s sense of the
Mississippi specific, Anfinson promotes events ] FMR’s
canoe trips, tours, and stewardship proOects, for example
] and also stories. Stories, he writes when referencing the
author Terry Tempest Williams, are needed for people to
feel responsible for places. ZThis sense of responsibility is
the bedrock of stewardship,\ notes Anfinson, and then he
adds, ZWe tell stories about places to get people interested
enough to care about them. Eou do not allow places for
which you are accountable to perish or be diminished. Eou
fight for them because they are a part of you ] they are part
of your story.\

Financing a Vision

T

n its website, FMR states the following: ZWe envision
a river on which small boats are safe and welcome, to
which we have clear and easy access and in which we can
safely swim and fish. We envision a river that is cleaner,
healthier, more alive and more inviting, a river no one can
ignore or take for granted.\52 To reach such a lofty vision,
practical and pragmatic steps are necessary.
FMR currently has an annual budget of slightly over j1
million. About one third of its revenues are provided by
foundations and another third by government contracts.
#ndividuals contribute about 16 percent of revenues and
corporations another 10 percent. Executive Director Clark
says the board’s role is primarily to shape programs, rather
than to make maOor contributions to the organization. de
advises that building a budget, over time, is primarily a
function of establishing a reputation for trustworthiness
and for acting on principle. ZTake a long view,\ he says,
Zand don’t try to do it in one bite.\ Clark further suggests
that watershed organizations should employ Zintentionality.\ ZDo what you do well,\ he argues, Zto build a good
reputation among stakeholders and potential supporters.\
Finally, he adds, ZBe collaborative, but realize there will
be times when you will need to stand up for the resource in
opposition to someone, perhaps even a collaborator, who
would harm it.\
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Lesson Learned
1
The Trien-s of the Pississippi &iCer
is )ons)iously )reating an- -eepening
a 5sense of pla)e< among resi-ents
liCing in the Twin %ities region of the
Pississippi 'atershe-G

2

$

TP& has )reate- a -iCerse
set of fun-ing sour)esG

3
The organization 9eeps its eye on its
mission eCen when )ollaborating with
other groups>
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Lessons for Growing
Sucessful
Watershed Organizations

T

he case stories of the Charles River Watershed Association, South Yuba River
Citizens League, Amigos Bravos, Blackfoot Challenge, Elizabeth River Project,
and Friends of the Mississippi River provide insights about what can and should be
done by watershed groups bent on achieving success. Admittedly, each of these watersheds
differs from the other five: the types and qualities of natural resources vary; local history
and cultures differ; and each watershed has a unique combination of public and private
residents, organizations, and institutions through which people relate.
The watershed organizations themselves also differ somewhat. Nevertheless, when viewed
together, the cases offer several lessons that can be applied to any watershed, in particular,
lessons about mobilizing people, creating a vision, defining a mission, and engaging in
politics. All are worth examining, drawing from, and applying elsewhere.

Mobilizing People
8esson for Auccess R1
Mobilizing people is the essence of leadership. A good general introduction to leadership
theory and practice is The Leader’s Companion: Insights on Leadership Through the Ages,
edited by J. Thomas Wren and published by The Free Press (New York: 1995). One way to
frame the subject of leadership is to divide it into three parts - personal, group-process, and
community leadership. Personal leadership involves self knowledge, self-confidence, and
ongoing self-improvement. Personal leadership has an emerging branch of study called
“emotional intelligence”; see books by Daniel Goleman such as, Primal Leadership:
Learning to Lead with Emotional Intelligence (Boston: Harvard University Press, 2002). Groupprocess leadership involves group techniques such as brainstorming, managing meetings,
and resolving conflict. A comprehensive catalogue of techniques is provided by Murray
Hiebert and Bruce Klatt in The Encyclopedia of Leadership (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001).
Community leadership involves mobilizing people to solve public policy issues. A particularly
insightful book on the subject is Ronald Heifetz’ Leadership Without Easy Answers
(Cambridge: Belknap/Harvard University Press, 1994).

#n the six cases, one person or a small group
catalyzed local people’s concerns, marshaled their
energy, built alliances, and proposed a way to move

forward. MarOory Mayfield mackson, of the Elizabeth
River ProOect, started with j1,300 from the Commonwealth of birginia to get organized and conduct a
30

surveyl the way forward for ERP was to convene a group
of scientists and other experts to investigate the River’s
problems and suggest solutions for them. #n the Blackfoot
balley, a group of ranchers, public agency officials,
and wildlife advocates talked through their common
interests and saw their way to initiating small and
simple proOects, the success of which built mutual
trust and led to bigger efforts. #n the South Euba and
Amigos Bravos cases, the sale of T-shirts, posters, and
other fund-raising methods provided the resources
necessary to initiate legal actions and learn the methods

of advocacy ] methods that remain as principles in
both groups. #n the Charles River region and Twin
Cities’ area of the Mississippi, watershed leaders built
initial alliances with established groups ] the Ieague
of Women boters for the Charles organization and the
aational Park Service for the Mississippi organization.
These experiences in mobilizing people bring to mind
the ^uote attributed to the anthropologist Margaret
Mead: Zaever doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world. #ndeed, it’s
the only thing that ever has.\

Creating a Vision
8esson for Auccess R2
The common element among the visions provided by these cases is “bioregional thinking.” A
bioregion may take many forms – a mountain range, coastal region, or peninsula, for example,as
well as a watershed. Bioregions are defined as geographic areas characterized by unique
natural and cultural features. They are self-defined around a common sense of place by the
people who inhabit them. The bioregional movement values healthy local ecosystems
and active local cultural practices such as eating the foods, reading the literature, and
producing the arts of the region. Two seminal books that examine the emerging bioregional
phenomena are: Bioregionalism, edited by Michael V. McGinnis (London: Routledge, 1999);
and LifePlace: Bioregional Thought and Practice, written by Robert L. Thayer, Jr. (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2003). The Internet also contains a large amount of information about individual bioregional efforts and about the movement in general. For entry
points to the Internet, see “Planet Drum” at www.planetdrum.org/ and “Bioregionalism”
at www.bioregionalism.org. See also a paper by John T. Woolley and Michael V.
McGinnis with Julie Kellner, which is titled A Geography with a Heart: The California
Watershed Movement, Santa Barbara, California: University of California, Ocean and
Coastal Policy Center, www.msi.ucsb.edu/msilinks/OCPC/PDFs/WTPap7/WP7.pdf.

An effective vision is a Zbig, bold picture of a future
possibility that inspires people to make it happen.\53
Five of the six case organizations provide a vision on
their websites. A vision has value in that it provides
people with a common point, beyond the challenges of
the day, toward which they can strive.
These six organizations have created compelling
visions by making their preferred futures broader than
clean water alone. Their visions incorporate aspects

of history and storytelling, opportunities for family
recreation and ecotourism, a place of environmental
Oustice, and the fascination of restored terrestrial
and a^uatic wildlife. The visions provide, in short, a
preferred watershed place of the future to which many
people of all ages and of varied interests can relate and
help to create. By employing such broad visions, the
organizations have defined large pools of potential
members, a wide array of possible supporters, and a
big picture to inspire action.
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Defining a Mission
8esson for Auccess R3
While the organizations pictured their visions broadly, initially they focused their missions
on “niches” – activities that needed to be done but that no one else was doing. As the
organizations gained experience, they shifted and expanded their missions to reflect
their deepening understanding of their situations, their strengthening relationships with
others, and changing conditions. The most relevant organizational management concept is “strategic thinking,” which assumes the future is unpredictable, in significant ways,
and which emphasizes intuition and creativity in designing methods to achieve a vision.
A comprehensive overview of strategic thinking and planning in non-profit organizations, especially as it involves a board of trustees, can be found at the following website:
www.createthefuture.com/strategic_thinking.htm. Lara Lutz, writing for the Chesapeake
Bay Journal in March of 2006, reported on research that found watershed organizations in Pennsylvania successfully employed strategic thinking in their relations with local
authorities. See www.bayjournal.com/article.cfm?article.

The lessons provided by the cases about defining
a mission are pragmatic. Do what works to solve
problems and to move toward your vision, they teach.
Assess the situation in your watershed to find an
effective role for your group. Change your mission, if

needed, to adOust to and to take advantage of changes
in your situation. Finally, however, as the executive
directors of the South Euba Citizens Ieague and the
Friends of the Mississippi River argued, don’t sell your
soul in the process.

Engaging in Politics
8esson for Auccess RU
Efforts to influence public policy can take many forms. Key to deciding what to do is finding
answers to two questions: What challenges and opportunities does the local situation
present? What skills and abilities does the organization possess, can the organization hire,
or will the organization develop that fit the needs of the situation? Sources of information
about how watershed organizations are engaging the community include the River Network www.rivernetwork.org, Center for Watershed Protection www.cwp.org, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Wetland, Oceans, & Watersheds www.epa.gov/owow/, and
Purdue University’s Conservation Technology Information Center www.ctic.purdue.edu.

All six organizations engage in the political arena,
but they do so in different ways. The Charles River
Watershed Trganization does scientific research and
engineering, conducts outreach programs, and advocates for Zappropriate watershed regulations\ that are
supported by science. The Blackfoot Challenge and

Elizabeth River ProOect emphasize watershed-wide
collaboration and consensus-building, but the Challenge lobbies for legislation to enable its activities and
the ProOect uses creative marketing methods to raise
public issues and to educate citizens about The Elizabeth River’s funding needs. Similarly, the Friends of
32

the Mississippi River works to convince citizens and
public officials about the payoffs to funding watershed priorities. The South Euba River Citizens Ieague
and Amigos Bravos emerged in legal controversy and
both retain their taste for advocacyl yet also, both have

added additional, less controversial political methods by building bridges of communication with old
foes and new allies. A common thread among all six
organizations is they emphasize the idea that having a
reputation for trustworthiness is a valuable political asset.

Developing a Financial Plan
8esson for Auccess RV
Financial stability sustains and enables an organization to carry out their mission. Dependency on a single funding source can lead to quick gains and quick declines. As foundation programs change focus and competition for declining federal grant dollars increases,
organizations need to be strategic in developing their financing plans. Developing and
drawing on partnerships and establishing a diverse funding base are critical to developing
a financial plan that will support watershed restoration and protection goals.
Available resources on watershed financing and fundraising include: the River Networks
River Advocates Fundraising Guide viewable at http://www2.rivernetwork.org/fundraising
guide/; fundraising and other leadership training and resources offered by the Institute for
Conservation Leadership, see http://www.icl.org/; the EPA’s Environmental Finance Network composed of nine regional Environmental Finance Centers (EFCs) offering financial
expertise on a range of environmental issues, see http://www.epa.gov/efinpage/efc.htm;
Plan2Fund, a web-based tool to assist organizations in prioritizing projects for funding see
http://beta.nssg.com/bsuefc; and EPA’s watershed funding web-page that has links to
these and other resources, see http://www.epa.gov/owow/funding/sustainable.html.

All six organizations have successfully expanded the
number funding sources since initial organization
formation. And all continue to seek ways to diversify
funding sources and expand partnerships that will
support them in realizing their respective missions. For
example: the Charles River Watershed Association has
plans to create an endowment, primarily by increasing
donations from maOor donates and drawing on existing
relationships and the Friends of the Mississippi
River has successfully developed corporate partnerships that cover 10r of their more than j1 million
annual budget. Tther approaches to fundraising and
financial planning include the Amigos Bravos strategy
to build capacity of grassroots watershed groups within
the region so that they can collectively tap opportunities
as they arise, and collectively make a difference.

plan. Several noteworthy approaches to maximizing
fiscal and other resources are demonstrated by the
Blackfoot Challenge. These include the Challenge’s
development of an operating reserve fund for grantmatching purposesl use of contractors to avoid
long-term commitments for personnel salariesl and
Zinstitutionalizing\ programs so that they continue
without the Challenge’s involvement as was done
with the weed control programs where responsibilities
were transferred from the Challenge to the county
weed district.
Tverall, developing partnerships and collaborating
with others are at the conerstone of accomplishing
goals for all organizations and an important aspect of
the financing plan.

Taking steps to maximize use of all resources is also
an important aspect of an organization’s financing
33

Conclusion
T

he watershed movement provides new and promising ways for people to become involved in preserving,
protecting, and enhancing their local environmental and cultural assets. Sharing experiences about what
has worked is essential for the movement to continue to grow and achieve its promises. People intrigued with or
involved in the movement can relate to and draw energy, inspiration, and ideas from each other through conversations, websites, research publications, presentations at conferences and workshops, and case stories such as those
provided here.
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The EFC Team
Swati Thomas, Program
Manager, Environmental
Finance Center

M

s. Thomas recently Ooined the EFC in aovember 2006
to manage a proOect evaluating financing options to
support low-income residents in meeting upcoming septic
system inspection and performance re^uirements in the
Delaware #nlands Bays Watershed. Prior to Ooining EFC,
Ms. Thomas worked as an environmental specialist for the
Rural Community Assistance Corporation where she provided training and technical assistance to rural communities
throughout Tregon and Washington on financial management of their water and wastewater systems. She has also
had experience with watershed planning and restoration,
as a consultant assisting watershed organizations and local
governments in western Pennsylvania and as technical
assistance staff with the aational Association of Counties.
She received a M.P.A. in aatural Resources Management
and Environmental Policy and M.S. in Environmental Science from #ndiana University and a B.S. in Environmental
Systems Technology from Cornell University.

Joanne Throwe, Assistant
Director, Environmental
Finance Center

M

s. Throwe Ooined the EFC in as the Agriculture
Program Ieader in 2005 and was made Assistant
Director in early 2007. She is also currently working
with USDA/CSREES as part of a shared faculty
arrangement to assist in the coordination of special
agriculture proOects, such as the recent ZWomen in
Agriculture\ symposium at the University of Maryland
as well a national conference for USDA on ZWater Reuse
Applications in Agriculture.\ Ms. Throwe currently resides
on several committees including USDA Ecosystem Services
Rroupl USDA/CSREES Renewable Energy Work Rroupl
and the Shenandoah balley Waste Solutions Forum. Prior
to Ooining the EFC, Ms. Throwe spent several years as a
Development Resource Specialist at USDA’s Foreign

Agriculture Service and two years as an Agriculture
Extension Agent for Peace Corps in the South Pacific.
She holds a M.A. in Public Policy and Private Enterprise
from the University of Maryland and received intensive
agriculture training from the dawaii Ioa College and the
East West Center in dawaii.

Phil Favero, Consultant
and Author

F

ormerly with the University of Maryland’s #nstitute for
Rovernmental Service, Mr. Favero has more than 30
years of experience in working with local public officials and
community leaders on complex, sometimes controversial,
public policy issues. de has conducted extension teaching
at the University of Maryland, where he developed the
Water Resources Ieadership #nitiative (WRI#) and other
educational outreach programs. #n addition, he has worked
at Washington College designing and teaching courses,
facilitating leadership development programs, and learning about sustainable community visioning, working landscapes, bioregionalism, forces for change, and other ideas
to help rural communities on Maryland’s Eastern Shore
shape their own future. #n Caroline County Mr. Favero
facilitated the development of: (1) a strategic plan for
growth management (2) a series of six Rrowth Summit
Meetings between municipal and county elected officialsl
(3) and the creation of a Caroline County Council of Rovernments. de received his Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics from Michigan State University and is the author of
approximately 100 publications for the use of public and
private community leaders.
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The Environmental
Finance Center,
University of Maryland
T

his proOect was managed and implemented by the Environmental Finance Center at the University of Maryland. The Environmental Finance Center (EFC) is an independent non-academic center located at the
aational Center for Smart Rrowth Research and Education at the University of Maryland. The EFC has worked
with communities in EPA Region 3 for more than 13 years. Tne of the EFC’s core strengths is its ability to bring
together organizations and individuals necessary to help communities develop solutions for a wide variety of
problems. Through workshops, charrettes, and trainings the EFC has assisted communities with source water
protection, stormwater management, green space and green infrastructure planning, low impact development,
rate setting for drinking water and wastewater, septic system management, a^uatic restoration, and community
outreach and education.
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